Expedition 2010

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They contacted me
immediately. I realized the miles indicated on the CarGurus add does not match the dealers link.
When I asked about it I got a response that was not even related to my question. I walked away
at that point. Went to look at an Nissan Armada, and asked if he would fix the heat and defrost,
he said yes, the Armada was ready Tuesday Purchased the vehicle out right. I trust this
dealership. The salesman was honest and straight forward. I scheduled a test drive appointment
and it was not canceled. I requested a warranty on the vehicle and was given a 90 day or 3k mile
warranty on the truck. Pricing was fair and reasonable. I want to do business with Baja Auto
Sales. Nice Guy. He allowed me to take the van to my mechanic to assess its condition. We
could not get together on price. Dealer got back to me the same night I reached out. Good
experience. Easy to work with. Happy with the vehicle. Sales people Mark, Dan and Marissa
were very helpful down to earth straight shooters. Nice to do business with, very
accommodating. Very satisfied with their personal service. Dealer was very polite and
professional. The car was had a little flaw and I decided not to go ahead with the deal. He
accepted my response and did not pressure me into buying the vehicle. Bought this car today.
Very quick to respond. Courteous and friendly. Any info I requested was quick and in point. He
was gracious when I backed out of the deal at the last moment. From the first call with Maddie
to the test drive and working with Duane we had a great experience at this dealership. Amazing
group of professionals, courtesy, efficient and best priced by far. Highly recommended! Jeremy
was very helpful. Supplied additional photos that I requested promptly. Always kept on contact
as to let me know where we were on the deal as I purchased online sight unseen. Vehicle was in
rough shape. Colin was courteous and helpful! Responded to my inquiries swiftly and gave me
the condition of the vehicle. I'll recommend them to all; double thumbs up! They did not follow
up with request for pictures of the truck. Never called back after first contact. The dealer
contacted me right away and they were very helpful. Dealership was fast to reply to my interest
in the vehicle, supplied me with all the info i needed. Professional and courteous. Thank you.
Once again this vehicle was sold the day before, but they had other jeeps to look at, and yet this
Jeep is still being advertised for sale. And the hoax goes on. Big SUVs have taken their hits in
recent years and may or may not be on their way out. If the end is indeed near, the Ford
Expedition leaves the impression that it may well be one of the last of its kind standing. The
Ford Expedition is for buyers who still want an affordable, full-size SUV with plenty of room for
plenty of folks on the inside and powerful enough to get the whole darn family - and its boat where it wants to go. The Expedition gives no ground. It will carry up to eight passengers in its
three rows of seats, and even those who end up in the back seats have lots of room and will get
a comfortable ride. All versions of the Ford Expedition - the XLT, Eddie Bauer, Limited, and
top-of-the-line King Ranch - are available in an extended trim EL that adds more than a foot to
the length of the vehicle, adding cargo space and bringing it well over the foot mark in total. A
trailer sway-control feature and a MyKey system that allows driver information to be
programmed into the ignition key are new for and standard on all trims. MyKey is billed as a way
to help make driving safer for young drivers particularly. All trims of the Ford Expedition are
powered by a 5. The flex-fuel engine can run on E85, standard gasoline, or any mix of the two.
Rear-wheel drive is standard, and four-wheel is available for all trims. The Expedition is rated for
a 6,pound towing capacity, and that number gets pushed as high as 8, in the EL
rear-wheel-drive trims and 9, in the non-ELs with a heavy-duty trailering package that's standard
in the higher trims and available in others. The Ford Expedition generally draws good marks
from reviewers for its handling and ride. Yes, it is a large, heavy truck, and some find it handles
as such at times. Experts tend to like its acceleration and power as well. The Ford Expedition
grades out well with reviewers when it comes to its interior, and they tend to rave about the
ample space it provides - not only for the quantity of space but also its quality - for passengers
as well as cargo. The third-row, adult-size seats, featuring plenty of leg- and headroom, may be
the best example. In addition, the second- and third-row seats are easily folded flat to the floor:
No frustrating muscling of the seats required, as can be the case with some setups. Some
reviewers find fault with the material quality in the lower-end trims and note that the instrument
panels can at times be difficult to read and use. The XLTs come with cloth seats standard and
have leather-trimmed seats available. The Eddie Bauer trims and above have leather-trimmed
seats standard. A dual-zone automatic temperature control system also is standard in the Eddie
Bauer trims. Climate-controlled heated and cooled front seats are available starting with the
Eddie Bauer trims and become standard, along with heated second-row seats, in the Ford
Expedition Limited. The Ford Expedition comes with four-wheel disc ABS and dual front
side-mounted airbags and side curtain head airbags, and reviewers praise its traction and
stability control system. It received five stars in frontal and side crash tests. The
rear-wheel-drive trims received three stars in rollover tests; the four-wheel drives collected four

stars. The new MyKey system promotes safe driving by younger drivers via programmable
controls for stereo volume, seatbelt use, and speed. No doubt about it: The Ford Expedition is a
full-size vehicle for full-size missions and chores. Owners love how it gets them and a carload
of friends and family and a trailer-load of boat or snowmobiles around, with power and in
comfort. The ride is smooth and quiet even when the going gets a bit bumpy, owners note. They
like the looks of the outside and tend to gush about the inside, especially when it comes to
space and extras such as heated and cooled seats, the navigation system, a SYNC in-car
connectivity system that sets up MP3 and Bluetooth connections, and the rear seats that fold
neatly away. While they love the room in the inside, it should be noted that the Expedition needs
some room when it comes to parking. For that matter, anyone looking at an EL might want to
make sure it will fit in the garage before bringing one home. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford
Expedition listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Best deals first. Image Not Available. CarGurus User. Authorized Ford Dealer.
Request Information. The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? The Ford Expedition was one
of the originators of the large SUV craze back in the late s and is now in its third generation
following a redesign for As part of that redesign, it moved to a dedicated platform, allowing the
creation of an extended wheelbase model to compete with the likes of the Chevy Suburban and
GMC Yukon XL, vehicles that have had little competition since Ford discontinued the giant
Super Duty-based Excursion. As part of the redesign, the Expedition received a 6-speed
automatic transmission and had its engine options narrowed down to just one. Four-wheel drive
is available as the Expedition is still a truck-based SUV, though those ranks continue to shrink.
The truck chassis also gives the Expedition some truck-like capabilities, like a maximum
payload of pounds, but ride quality suffers as a result. With the fullsize crossover segment
continuing to expand and improve, the Expedition is a vehicle that only makes sense if its
truck-derived capabilities are essential, partly thanks to its price. Bodystyle: SUVEngines: 5.
The Expedition is a brawny-looking SUV. Limited models stand out thanks to body-color grilles,
Eddie Bauer and XLT models due to two-tone pai
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nt jobs. EL models have The Expedition has a spacious interior, seats up to eight third row is
optional on XLT models, standard elsewhere , and offers a maximum of Its ladder-frame chassis
allows the Expedition to tow up to 9, pounds and haul up to pounds and provides it with some
off-road capability, though its nearly 3-ton curb weight puts a damper on acceleration and fuel
economy. The Expedition comes standard with six airbags, including full-length side curtain
airbags are standard, along with trailer sway control and roll stability control. A rear-view
camera and rear sensor system are optional. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years:
Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer
inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Ford Expedition
Expert Review motortrendauthor. Truck-like towing capacity Plentiful interior room. Hefty curb
weight Truck-like ride Poor fuel economy Pricey. All Model Years

